Health Factors Associated with Cardiovascular Wellness.
In this review, we discuss a new paradigm for atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) prevention that is focused on cultivating cardiovascular wellness through the promotion of "health factors." Cardiovascular prevention efforts have contributed to falling rates of ASCVD over the past five decades. However, contemporary increases in obesity and diabetes have led to a recent slowing in the annual decline of ASCVD death rates. This slowing represents an opportunity for new thinking to change the current ASCVD prevention paradigm, i.e., the identification and treatment or control of risk factors for disease. Indeed, a new paradigm focusing on cultivating cardiovascular wellness in addition to preventing disease is gaining increased traction. With this approach, the goal of ASCVD prevention is shifting to include consideration of both treating "risk factors" and cultivating health factors. Importantly, cardiovascular wellness is more than just the absence of disease and, therefore, risk factors and health factors are not always mere opposites. We review healthy lifestyle tools such as the American Heart Association Life's simple 7 and Fuster-BEWAT score. We summarize landmark studies of interventions aimed at improving adherence to health factors. We highlight the inherent limitations of current studies to adequately examine cardiovascular wellness. We propose new study designs that are required to identify novel health factors and measures of wellness. We conclude with recommendations regarding the utility of health factors and cardiovascular wellness in current practice.